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OutlineOutline

•• Data compressionData compression
•• The fossil recordThe fossil record
•• DownsizingDownsizing
•• Environment dependenceEnvironment dependence



Star Formation History Star Formation History –– two two
complementary approachescomplementary approaches
•• Two general approaches:Two general approaches:
•• Look for signs of recentLook for signs of recent

SF in galaxies at high zSF in galaxies at high z
(e.g. UV) (e.g. UV) (e.g. Lilly et al 1996,(e.g. Lilly et al 1996,
Madau Madau et al 1996; et al 1996; Ouchi Ouchi et al 2003)et al 2003)

•• Look at nearby galaxiesLook at nearby galaxies
and date the stars inand date the stars in
them (them (““fossil recordfossil record””))

•• If Copernican PrincipleIf Copernican Principle
holds, they should agreeholds, they should agree

Ouchi
2003



Sloan Digital Sky SurveySloan Digital Sky Survey

•• ~400,000 spectra public in~400,000 spectra public in
SDSS Data Release 4 (DR4)SDSS Data Release 4 (DR4)

•• Final goal ~10Final goal ~1066 galaxy spectra galaxy spectra

(Panter, Heavens & Jimenez (2003) analysed 37000 SDSS EDR galaxies)



Advantages of fossil approachAdvantages of fossil approach

•• Decouples star formationDecouples star formation
from mass assemblyfrom mass assembly

•• Not so sensitive toNot so sensitive to
uncertain obscurationuncertain obscuration

•• Get SFR for a wide rangeGet SFR for a wide range
of cosmic timeof cosmic time

•• Small statistical errorsSmall statistical errors
•• Large galaxy samplesLarge galaxy samples
•• Faint samplesFaint samples



Disadvantages of fossil approachDisadvantages of fossil approach

•• Needs a goodNeeds a good
theoretical spectraltheoretical spectral
synthesis modelsynthesis model

•• RedshiftRedshift-time relation-time relation
is sensitive tois sensitive to
cosmology (but so arecosmology (but so are
volume elements atvolume elements at
high z)high z)

•• Poor time- and z-Poor time- and z-
resolution at high zresolution at high z



Characterising the SFHCharacterising the SFH

•• Current models and data allowCurrent models and data allow
the the star formation ratestar formation rate and and
metallicitymetallicity  to be determined into be determined in
around 8-12 time binsaround 8-12 time bins

•• 10 x 2 + 1 10 x 2 + 1 dust parameterdust parameter = =
21 parameters 21 parameters ––  significantsignificant
technical challengetechnical challenge

•• To analyse the SDSS dataTo analyse the SDSS data
would take ~200 yearswould take ~200 years

•• Needs some way to speed thisNeeds some way to speed this
up by a large factorup by a large factor

•• We use MOPEDWe use MOPED



What is MOPED?What is MOPED?
•• Massively Optimized Parameter EstimationMassively Optimized Parameter Estimation

and and Data CompressionData Compression
•• Extracts information from a compressedExtracts information from a compressed

datasetdataset
•• Compression is optimized to contain asCompression is optimized to contain as

much information about parameters whichmuch information about parameters which
define datadefine data

•• Need to be able to model data to determineNeed to be able to model data to determine
compressioncompression

•• Information Compression TechniqueInformation Compression Technique

(Tons of encouragement from Bernard)

Heavens, Jimenez & Lahav, 1999, MNRAS, 317, 965



Lossless linear compressionLossless linear compression
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x  = data

µ  = expected value of data, dependent
on parameters (e.g. age)

C = covariance matrix of data 

y = b.x= new (compressed) dataset

Lossless? Look at Fisher Matrix

Assume:
= probability of
parameters given
the data, if priors
are uniform



What does this mean?What does this mean?

•• A A χχ22 test requires  test requires NNparamparam  calculations, not calculations, not NNpixelspixels

•• Massive speedup possibleMassive speedup possible
–– for Sloan with 2000 flux points, 2000/23 parametersfor Sloan with 2000 flux points, 2000/23 parameters

~100 times~100 times

•• Allows us to Allows us to exploreexplore any  any degeneracies degeneracies on theon the
hypersurface hypersurface –– Markov Chain Monte Carlo Markov Chain Monte Carlo

•• No fancy footwork (PCA) No fancy footwork (PCA) –– Direct link to models Direct link to models
•• Need to model the spectrum somehow...Need to model the spectrum somehow...



Recovering Star Formation HistoryRecovering Star Formation History
from Sloan spectrafrom Sloan spectra

Markov Chain
Monte Carlo
method used
to find best
solution and
marginal
errors



             MCMC errors             MCMC errors



MOPED results - OldMOPED results - Old
PopulationsPopulations •• Simple GalaxySimple Galaxy

•• Oldest componentOldest component
peaked at ~ 9 peaked at ~ 9 GyrGyr

•• Burst of StarBurst of Star
Formation at ~ 1Formation at ~ 1
GyrGyr

•• MCMC reveals noMCMC reveals no
degeneratedegenerate
solutionssolutions



Things donThings don’’t always go sot always go so
well...well...

_ Broad young and old
populations

_  But we can still see it!

_  MCMC chain reveals
degenerate solutions
(minimum three)

_  On AVERAGE the correct
SFH is recovered. (Panter,
2004)



3AA Examples: Old Galaxy 2 - 3AA Examples: Old Galaxy 2 - χχ22=1.59=1.59



How many bins do I need?



RESULTSRESULTS

•• Mass functionMass function
•• Evidence for downsizingEvidence for downsizing
•• Mass-Mass-metallicity metallicity relationrelation
•• Assembly of dark matterAssembly of dark matter
•• Effects of environmentEffects of environment



The mass function of SDSS galaxies over 5 orders of magnitude

Panter et al. (2004) MNRAS 355, 764

SDSS



The NO-evolution of the mass function



Comparison to the Millenium Run



The mass-metallicity relation
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SFR in galaxies of different stellarSFR in galaxies of different stellar
massesmasses

•• Split by massSplit by mass
Stellar masses:

 >1012 M_  … <
1010 M_

Galaxies with
more stellar mass
now formed their
stars earlier

(Curves offset
vertically for clarity)

Heavens et al. Nature 2004

Curves offset
Vertically for
clarity



More tests. This time systematics of SDSS and 
theoretical models have been included

IMF does not matter

Models do matter



How well are we fitting?



Oldest bin

Dark Matter

Oldest bin

Main progenitor

Star formation and dark matter assembly do not track
each other

However, if only 6% of baryons in today’s dark halo are stars, then 
star formation efficiency at z~2 needs to be only 10% to account for
the observed stellar mass from the fossil record. Even “slow” star formation 
from molecular clouds can do the job.

Jimenez et al. MNRAS 2005



Where are the galaxies today that were red and blue in the past?



To study environment use MarkTo study environment use Mark
CorrelationsCorrelations
•• Treat galaxies not like points, but useTreat galaxies not like points, but use

attributes (e.g. luminosity)attributes (e.g. luminosity)
•• Measure the spatial correlations of theMeasure the spatial correlations of the

attributes themselvesattributes themselves
•• A mark is simply a weight associated withA mark is simply a weight associated with

a point process (e.g. a galaxy catalogue)a point process (e.g. a galaxy catalogue)

Sheth, RJ, Panter, Heavens, ApJL, astro-ph/0604581

(Connecting Stellar Populations and Correlations)



For example, use luminosity of galaxies



SF as a function of environment (Mark Correlations)

Sheth, RJ, Panter, Heavens, ApJL, astro-ph/0604581



Metallicity as a function of environment (Mark Correlations)

Sheth, RJ, Panter, Heavens, ApJL, astro-ph/0604581



The Atacama Cosmology Telescope



ConclusionsConclusions

•• SDSS + MOPED measure past star formation rate fromSDSS + MOPED measure past star formation rate from
fossil recordfossil record

•• Useful observational data on stellar mass function/SFR ofUseful observational data on stellar mass function/SFR of
different galaxy typesdifferent galaxy types

•• Most of the stars in massive galaxies (MMost of the stars in massive galaxies (M**>10>101111 M M__))
already formed at z~2already formed at z~2

•• The main progenitor of todayThe main progenitor of today’’s dark matter halo containss dark matter halo contains
enough gas to form the observed starsenough gas to form the observed stars

•• Only 10% of available gas at high-z needs to beOnly 10% of available gas at high-z needs to be
converted into starsconverted into stars

•• Challenge then is to explain why so little gas isChallenge then is to explain why so little gas is
transformed into starstransformed into stars

•• Mark correlations tell us the clustering of galaxiesMark correlations tell us the clustering of galaxies


